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Recap
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Bewertung & Selektierung von Modellen nur 
auf der Basis bisher ungesehener Daten!
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Modell-Kapazität

[deeplearningbook.org]



Bias-Variance Trade-Off 

• high bias, low variance:

• low bias, high variance:

• good trade-off:
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regularize!



• parameter norm (L1/L2)
• early stopping
• dropout
• more data / data augmentation
• adding noise / denoising
• semi-supervised learning
• multi-task learning
• parameter tying & sharing
• sparse representations
• bagging / ensembles
• DropConnect = randomly set weights to zero
• (layer-wise) unsupervised pretraining
• adversarial training
• …
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Regularization Techniques

http://deeplearningbook.org | Chapter 7 

http://deeplearningbook.org/


Practical Methodology
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adapted from Andrew Ng. “Machine Learning Yearning” (draft), 2018



• optimal error rate (“unavoidable bias”)
– needs to be estimated somehow (e.g. human error)

• avoidable bias (training error – optimal error rate)
• “variance” (generalization error)

• high avoidable bias (underfitting)
– try to reduce training set error first: increase model size 

(capacity), modify input features, reduce regularization
• high variance (overfitting)

– regularize, add more data, decrease model size, 
decrease number/type of input features (selection)

• both: modify model architecture
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Bias & Variance (continued)



 

30 Interpreting learning curves: High bias 
 

Suppose your dev error curve looks like this:  

 
 
 
 

 

 
We previously said that, if your dev error curve plateaus, you are unlikely to achieve the 

desired performance just by adding data.  

But it is hard to know exactly what an extrapolation of the red dev error curve will look like. 

If the dev set was small, you would be even less certain because the curves could be noisy. 

Suppose we add the training error curve to this plot and get the following:  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Now, you can be absolutely sure that adding more data will not, by itself, be sufficient. Why 

is that? Remember our two observations: 

Page 60 Machine Learning Yearning-Draft Andrew Ng 
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Learning Curves

avoidable bias

unavoidable bias

variance

adapted from A. Ng. “Machine Learning Yearning” (draft), 2018



Data Splits for Different Distributions

9https://kevinzakka.github.io/2016/09/26/applying-deep-learning/

Rather, many features such as trajectory and pedestrian location are calculated first as
intermediate steps.

The main take-away from this section is that we should always be cautious of end-to-end
approaches in applications where huge data is hard to come by.

Bias-Variance Tradeoff

Splitting your data. In most deep learning problems, train and test come from different
distributions. For example, suppose you are working on implementing an AI powered
rearview mirror and have gathered 2 chunks of data: the first, larger chunk comes from
many places (could be partly bought, and partly crowdsourced) and the second, much
smaller chunk is actual car data.

In this case, splitting the data into train/dev/test can be tricky. One might be tempted to
carve the dev set out of the training chunk like in the first example of the diagram below.
(Note that the chunk on the left corresponds to data mined from the first distribution and
the one on the right to the one from the second distribution.)

Train Dev Test

Train Test-Dev TestTrain-Dev

Train TestDev

This is bad because we usually want our dev and test to come from the same
distribution. The reason for this is that because a part of the team will be spending a lot
of time tuning the model to work well on the dev set, if the test set were to turn out very
different from the dev set, then pretty much all the work would have been wasted effort.

Hence, a smarter way of splitting the above dataset would be just like the second line of
the diagram. Now in practice, Andrew recommends creating dev sets from both data
distributions: a train-dev and test-dev set. In this manner, any gap between the different
errors can help you tackle the problem more clearly.

=> Make dev and test sets come from the same distribution!

tune for the target distribution

recognize (and tackle) problems caused by different distributions

https://kevinzakka.github.io/2016/09/26/applying-deep-learning/


Error Factors

10https://kevinzakka.github.io/2016/09/26/applying-deep-learning/

(avoidable)

https://kevinzakka.github.io/2016/09/26/applying-deep-learning/


Human-level

Training set

Train-Dev

Test-Dev

Test

Bias

Variance

Train-Test mismatch

Overfitting of dev

Flowchart for working with a model. Given what we have described above, here’s a
simplified flowchart of the actions you should take when confronted with training/tuning
a DL model.

No

High Training Error
Bigger model
Train longer

New architecture

Yes

High Train-Dev Error
Regularization 

More Data
New architecture 

Yes

High Test-Dev Error
More data similar to

test
Data synthesis

New architecture

Yes

High Test Error

No

No
More dev data

Yes

Done

The importance of data synthesis. Andrew also stressed the importance of data
synthesis as part of any workflow in deep learning. While it may be painful to manually
engineer training examples, the relative gain in performance you obtain once the
parameters and the model fit well are huge and worth your while.
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Workflow

https://kevinzakka.github.io/2016/09/26/applying-deep-learning/

(bias)

(variance)

(train-test
data mismatch)

(overfit dev)

https://kevinzakka.github.io/2016/09/26/applying-deep-learning/


• http://mlyearning.org/
• http://mlexplained.com/2018/04/24/overfittin
g-isnt-simple-overfitting-re-explained-with-
priors-biases-and-no-free-lunch/

• https://karpathy.github.io/2019/04/25/recipe/
• https://lilianweng.github.io/lil-
log/2019/03/14/are-deep-neural-networks-
dramatically-overfitted.html
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Further Reading

http://mlyearning.org/
http://mlexplained.com/2018/04/24/overfitting-isnt-simple-overfitting-re-explained-with-priors-biases-and-no-free-lunch/
https://karpathy.github.io/2019/04/25/recipe/
https://lilianweng.github.io/lil-log/2019/03/14/are-deep-neural-networks-dramatically-overfitted.html


CNNs
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Modelling the Visual System
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Modelling the Visual System

https://neurdiness.wordpress.com/2018/05/17/deep-convolutional-neural-networks-as-models-of-the-visual-system-qa/

https://neurdiness.wordpress.com/2018/05/17/deep-convolutional-neural-networks-as-models-of-the-visual-system-qa/
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Faltung (Convolution)Faltung (Convolution)

Christoph Doell, Rudolf Kruse Neuronale Netze 28

Motivation: Egal wo auf
dem Bild ein Objekt ist, soll
es erkannt werden

Idee: Verwende die selben
Features auf dem gesamten
Bild

Umsetzung: Filter / Kernel
werden auf jedem Teil des Bil-
des angewandt und teilen sich
die Gewichte

Parameter:
Anzahl der Filter
Stärke der Überlappung
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Ein Kurzer Exkurs in die
Digitale Bildverarbeitung

Bilder sind Zahlen!

Pixel (Bildpunkt)
2D-Matrix
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Ein Kurzer Exkurs in die
Digitale Bildverarbeitung

Convolution



Ein Kurzer Exkurs in die
Digitale Bildverarbeitung

.

.

.

Kantenerkennung
mit mehreren Filtern
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Convolutional Neural Nets (CNNs)

example from MNIST dataset
http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/ 2D input

learnable
filter

(feature)
2D output

(feature map)

× =

specialized group of 
neurons in visual cortex

limited & overlapping 
receptive fields
with same filter

[1]

[1] http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/tutorial/

http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/tutorial/
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1. Local Connectivity

CHAPTER 9. CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORKS
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Figure 9.2: Sparse connectivity, viewed from below: We highlight one input unit, x3, and
also highlight the output units in s that are affected by this unit. (Top) When s is formed
by convolution with a kernel of width , only three outputs are affected by3 x. (Bottom)
When s is formed by matrix multiplication, connectivity is no longer sparse, so all of the
outputs are affected by x3.
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[ http://www.deeplearningbook.org/contents/convnets.html ]
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Figure 9.3: Sparse connectivity, viewed from above: We highlight one output unit, s3, and
also highlight the input units in x that affect this unit. These units are known as the
receptive field of s3. (Top) When s is formed by convolution with a kernel of width , only3
three inputs affect s3. When(Bottom) s is formed by matrix multiplication, connectivity
is no longer sparse, so all of the inputs affect s3.
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Figure 9.4: The receptive field of the units in the deeper layers of a convolutional network
is larger than the receptive field of the units in the shallow layers. This effect increases if
the network includes architectural features like strided convolution (Fig. ) or pooling9.12
(Sec. ). This means that even though9.3 direct connections in a convolutional net are very
sparse, units in the deeper layers can be indirectly connected to all or most of the input
image.
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fully-connected (dense) layer
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convolutional layer

receptive field

http://www.deeplearningbook.org/contents/convnets.html
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1 fully-connected (dense) layer 2 convolutional layers

[ http://www.deeplearningbook.org/contents/convnets.html ]

growing receptive field

http://www.deeplearningbook.org/contents/convnets.html
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2. Shared Weights

CHAPTER 9. CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORKS
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Figure 9.5: Parameter sharing: Black arrows indicate the connections that use a particular
parameter in two different models. (Top) The black arrows indicate uses of the central
element of a 3-element kernel in a convolutional model. Due to parameter sharing, this
single parameter is used at all input locations. The single black arrow indicates(Bottom)
the use of the central element of the weight matrix in a fully connected model. This model
has no parameter sharing so the parameter is used only once.

only one set. This does not affect the runtime of forward propagation—it is still
O(k n× )—but it does further reduce the storage requirements of the model to
k parameters. Recall that k is usually several orders of magnitude less than m.
Since m and n are usually roughly the same size, k is practically insignificant
compared to m n× . Convolution is thus dramatically more efficient than dense
matrix multiplication in terms of the memory requirements and statistical efficiency.

For a graphical depiction of how parameter sharing works, see Fig. .9.5

As an example of both of these first two principles in action, Fig. shows how9.6
sparse connectivity and parameter sharing can dramatically improve the efficiency
of a linear function for detecting edges in an image.

In the case of convolution, the particular form of parameter sharing causes the
layer to have a property called equivariance to translation. To say a function is
equivariant means that if the input changes, the output changes in the same way.
Specifically, a function f(x) is equivariant to a function g if f (g(x)) = g(f(x)).
In the case of convolution, if we let g be any function that translates the input,
i.e., shifts it, then the convolution function is equivariant to g. For example, let I
be a function giving image brightness at integer coordinates. Let g be a function
mapping one image function to another image function, such that I = g(I) is
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fully-connected

convolutional

[ http://www.deeplearningbook.org/contents/convnets.html ]

http://www.deeplearningbook.org/contents/convnets.html
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3. Translation Equivariance

translations
in the input

This is NOT invariance!

translations
in the output
(activiations)

result in

in
pu

t
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Filters & Activations

input

× =

A

B

C

D

filters activations
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Multi-Channel Filter Input

Generally no convolution along channel axis!

http://deeplearning.net/tutorial/lenet.html

http://deeplearning.net/tutorial/lenet.html
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Filter Output Size
Faltung (Convolution)

Christoph Doell, Rudolf Kruse Neuronale Netze 29

Featuretransformation

Schiebe einen
”
Filter“ über

die Features und betrachte
die

”
gefilterten“ Features

Multipliziere Originalfeature
mit Filter und Summiere

Originalraum: 5x5

Filtergröße: 3x3

Neue Featuregröße: 3x3

Featureraum wird kleiner
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To Pad or Not to Pad?

CHAPTER 9. CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORKS

... ...

...

... ...

... ...

... ...

Figure 9.13: The effect of zero padding on network size: Consider a convolutional network
with a kernel of width six at every layer. In this example, we do not use any pooling, so
only the convolution operation itself shrinks the network size. (Top) In this convolutional
network, we do not use any implicit zero padding. This causes the representation to
shrink by five pixels at each layer. Starting from an input of sixteen pixels, we are only
able to have three convolutional layers, and the last layer does not ever move the kernel,
so arguably only two of the layers are truly convolutional. The rate of shrinking can
be mitigated by using smaller kernels, but smaller kernels are less expressive and some
shrinking is inevitable in this kind of architecture. By adding five implicit zeroes(Bottom)
to each layer, we prevent the representation from shrinking with depth. This allows us to
make an arbitrarily deep convolutional network.
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popular convolution modes:
• valid
• same/half
• full

[ http://www.deeplearningbook.org/contents/convnets.html ]

http://www.deeplearningbook.org/contents/convnets.html


Padding in “valid” Mode

29

• rationale:
only apply filters in actual 
(valid) data, i.e. no padding

• given a 1D-input with length 
n and a convolutional filter 
with length k, the resulting 
output size is n-k+1

2D valid mode padding example

http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/tutorial/conv_arithmetic.html

http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/tutorial/conv_arithmetic.html


Padding in “same” Mode

30

• rationale:
output has the same size as 
the input

• given a 1D-input with length n
and a convolutional filter with 
length k, add (k-1) / 2 zeros at 
each end of the input

2D same mode padding example

http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/tutorial/conv_arithmetic.html

http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/tutorial/conv_arithmetic.html


Padding in “full” Mode

31

• rationale:
consider every possible 
superimposition of filter and 
input

• given a 1D-input with length n
and a convolutional filter with 
length k, add k-1 zeros at 
each end of the input

• size of output increased by 
k-1

2D full mode padding example

http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/tutorial/conv_arithmetic.html

http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/tutorial/conv_arithmetic.html


Strided Convolution

32

• rationale:
decrease resolution (and thus 
dimensionality)
reduce computation

• same effect as down-sampling

2D strided convolution example

http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/tutorial/conv_arithmetic.html

http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/tutorial/conv_arithmetic.html


Dilated Convolution

33http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/tutorial/conv_arithmetic.html

• rationale:
increase receptive field size

• “inflate” filter by inserting 
spaces between filter elements

• dilation rate d corresponds to 
d-1 spaces

2D dilated convolution example

http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/tutorial/conv_arithmetic.html
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Dilated Convolution Stacks

https://deepmind.com/blog/wavenet-generative-model-raw-audio/

https://deepmind.com/blog/wavenet-generative-model-raw-audio/


• convolution
– equivariance: if the input changes, the output 

changes in the same way
• pooling

– approximate invariance to small translations
– trade-off: whether? vs. where?
– special case: maxout-pooling (pooling over 

several filters => learn invariance)

35

Convolution & Pooling
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Pooling
Pooling

Christoph Doell, Rudolf Kruse Neuronale Netze 30

Featuretransformation

Schiebe einen
”
Filter“ über

die Features und betrachte
die

”
gefilterten“ Features

Betrachte den Bereich ent-
sprechend der Filtergröße

Max Pooling: Nimm maxima-
len Wert

Mean Pooling: Nimm Mittel-
wert

Featureraum wird kleiner

Keine trainierbaren Parameter!
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Complex vs. Simple Layer 
Structure

CHAPTER 9. CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORKS

Convolutional Layer

Input to layer

Convolution stage:

A ne transformffi

Detector stage:

Nonlinearity

e.g., rectified linear

Pooling stage

Next layer

Input to layers

Convolution layer:

A ne transform ffi

Detector layer: Nonlinearity

e.g., rectified linear

Pooling layer

Next layer

Complex layer terminology Simple layer terminology

Figure 9.7: The components of a typical convolutional neural network layer. There are two
commonly used sets of terminology for describing these layers. (Left) In this terminology,
the convolutional net is viewed as a small number of relatively complex layers, with each
layer having many “stages.” In this terminology, there is a one-to-one mapping between
kernel tensors and network layers. In this book we generally use this terminology. (Right)
In this terminology, the convolutional net is viewed as a larger number of simple layers;
every step of processing is regarded as a layer in its own right. This means that not every
“layer” has parameters.

341

[ http://www.deeplearningbook.org/contents/convnets.html ]

http://www.deeplearningbook.org/contents/convnets.html


• CNN = “fully connected net with an infinitely 
strong prior [on weights]”

• only useful when the assumptions made by 
the prior are reasonably accurate

• convolution+pooling can cause underfitting

38

Strong Priors
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Features learned by CNNsFeatures in Faltenden (Convolutional) Neuronalen Netzen

Christoph Doell, Rudolf Kruse Neuronale Netze 32

Gut trainierte Netze haben klar
erkennbare Features

Features werden in tieferen
Schichten komplexer

Layer 1:
Kantenzüge

Layer 2:
Augen, Nasen, Augenbrauen,
Münder

Layer 3:
(abgeschnittene) ganze Gesichter



Deconvolution

Lecture 13 - Fei-Fei Li & Andrej Karpathy & Justin Johnson 24 Feb 2016

Learnable Upsampling: “Deconvolution”

57

3 x 3 “deconvolution”, stride 2 pad 1

Input: 2 x 2 Output: 4 x 4

Input gives 
weight for 
filter

Sum where 
output overlaps

Same as backward pass for 
normal convolution!

“Deconvolution” is a bad 
name, already defined as 
“inverse of convolution”

Better names: 
convolution transpose,
backward strided convolution,
1/2 strided convolution, 
upconvolution

sum for overlapping
output regions

3x3 “deconvolution”, stride 2, padding 1

• same as backward pass
for normal convolution

• better names:
inverse of convolution
convolution transpose
fractional-stride conv.
upconvolution

40



Outlook: Advanced CNN Building Blocks
Residual BlockInception Module

• 1x1 conv to reduce #channels
• multiple filter shapes / parallel computation paths
• concatenation of feature maps

• addition of learned residual

Densely Connected Convolutional Networks

Gao Huang⇤

Cornell University
gh349@cornell.edu

Zhuang Liu⇤

Tsinghua University
liuzhuang13@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn

Laurens van der Maaten
Facebook AI Research

lvdmaaten@fb.com

Kilian Q. Weinberger
Cornell University
kqw4@cornell.edu

Abstract

Recent work has shown that convolutional networks can

be substantially deeper, more accurate, and efficient to train

if they contain shorter connections between layers close to

the input and those close to the output. In this paper, we

embrace this observation and introduce the Dense Convo-

lutional Network (DenseNet), which connects each layer

to every other layer in a feed-forward fashion. Whereas

traditional convolutional networks with L layers have L

connections—one between each layer and its subsequent

layer—our network has
L(L+1)

2 direct connections. For

each layer, the feature-maps of all preceding layers are

used as inputs, and its own feature-maps are used as inputs

into all subsequent layers. DenseNets have several com-

pelling advantages: they alleviate the vanishing-gradient

problem, strengthen feature propagation, encourage fea-

ture reuse, and substantially reduce the number of parame-

ters. We evaluate our proposed architecture on four highly

competitive object recognition benchmark tasks (CIFAR-10,

CIFAR-100, SVHN, and ImageNet). DenseNets obtain sig-

nificant improvements over the state-of-the-art on most of

them, whilst requiring less computation to achieve high per-

formance. Code and pre-trained models are available at

https://github.com/liuzhuang13/DenseNet.

1. Introduction
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have become

the dominant machine learning approach for visual object
recognition. Although they were originally introduced over
20 years ago [18], improvements in computer hardware and
network structure have enabled the training of truly deep
CNNs only recently. The original LeNet5 [19] consisted of
5 layers, VGG featured 19 [29], and only last year Highway
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Figure 1: A 5-layer dense block with a growth rate of k = 4.
Each layer takes all preceding feature-maps as input.

Networks [34] and Residual Networks (ResNets) [11] have
surpassed the 100-layer barrier.

As CNNs become increasingly deep, a new research
problem emerges: as information about the input or gra-
dient passes through many layers, it can vanish and “wash
out” by the time it reaches the end (or beginning) of the
network. Many recent publications address this or related
problems. ResNets [11] and Highway Networks [34] by-
pass signal from one layer to the next via identity connec-
tions. Stochastic depth [13] shortens ResNets by randomly
dropping layers during training to allow better information
and gradient flow. FractalNets [17] repeatedly combine sev-
eral parallel layer sequences with different number of con-
volutional blocks to obtain a large nominal depth, while
maintaining many short paths in the network. Although
these different approaches vary in network topology and
training procedure, they all share a key characteristic: they
create short paths from early layers to later layers.
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• skip connections
• concatenation

of feature maps

Dense Block U-Net


